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 Helping your customers choose the perfect ice melters for 

their specifi c needs can be a real challenge. To help simplify the 

process, we’ve compiled this handy reference guide. 

Think of it as your very own ice melters ‘scorecard’ that quickly 

identifi es the difference between all the types of ice melters out 

there, including their ingredients, benefi ts and recommended 

usage. Along with a list of frequently asked questions and a 

glossary, we believe this invaluable resource is just another 

reason why the Jan/San industry looks to us as the ice melting 

authority.  

More questions? Call us. After all, we’re here to help you succeed.
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Ice Melter Performance

 Effective Melting Temperature and 
Eutectic Temperature
Ice melters are often compared by their effective 
melting temperature (EMT) and eutectic 
temperature. EMT is the lowest temperature at 
which an ice melter will melt under real-world 
conditions. Eutectic temperature is the lowest 
temperature at which an ice melter will melt 
under laboratory-controlled conditions measured 
by the standardized American Society of Testing 
Material (ASTM-d1177) procedure. There are 
factors that can affect an ice melter’s EMT, such as 
the temperature and humidity of the air. However, 
as far as ice melter buyers are concerned, the ice 
melting industry recognizes the EMT and eutectic 
temperatures as shown in the chart at right.

Melting Speed and Duration
Like its EMT, an ice melter’s melting speed and 
ability to melt ice over a long period of time is 
infl uenced by its ingredients and the outdoor 
temperature. As the temperature drops, the 
melting speed drops, regardless of the ice melter’s 
ingredients. 

The Melting Process
All conventional ice melters work in the same way. 
Once they are applied, they begin to dissolve and 
melt the ice or snow. As the ice melter dissolves and 
melts the ice and snow, a brine solution forms. The 
dissolved ice melter material in the brine acts to 
lower the temperature at which the brine solution 
will freeze. The higher the concentration of ice 
melter in the brine solution, the lower the freezing 
point and the less chance that ice will form. As the 
melting process continues, the concentration of 
the dissolved ice melter material will continue to 
decrease, which can ultimately cause the brine to 
refreeze. Therefore, a key to effective, long-lasting 
melting performance is to prevent or delay a brine 
solution from refreezing.

General Melting Temperatures
of Common Ice Melter Ingredients

Effective Melting 
Temperatures 

(EMT)

Eutectic 
Temperatures

Ingredients
Degrees 

˚F
Degrees 

˚C
Degrees

˚F
Degrees 

˚C

Urea 25˚ -4˚ 11˚ -12˚

Potassium
Chloride 20˚ -7˚ 15˚ -9˚

Sodium 
Chloride 5˚ -15˚ -6˚ -21˚

Magnesium 
Chloride -15˚ -26˚ -25˚ -32˚

Calcium
Chloride -25˚ -32˚ -55˚ -48˚
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 Particle Size and Purity
An ice melter’s performance is infl uenced by the size 
and surface area of the individual particles. 

Because small particles have more surface area that can 
come in contact with ice or snow, they melt quickly. 
However, their small size has two drawbacks. First, 
they have an increased chance of being blown away on 
windy days. And second, less weight per particle means 
they only melt on the surface because they are not 
heavy enough to penetrate the ice as they melt. 

On the other hand, large particles have less surface 
area and more weight per particle. But because of 
their weight and rapid melting ability, they may not 
completely dissolve or create a brine solution before 
penetrating the ice. This results in wasted, unused 
material and poor melting effi ciency. 

So what are the most effective ice melters? The ones 
that use an optimally-sized particle (medium) with 
both ice-penetrating and brine-forming characteristics. 

Know Each Customer’s Unique Needs

Ice melters are separated into four categories. The customers for each of these product categories 
have different needs and buying behaviors. And while they may switch products within a category, 
it is very unlikely they will switch between categories.

 Rock Salt – 
Customers in the Rock Salt 
category choose ice melters 
based almost exclusively 
on price. These customers 
typically are in areas where the 
winter weather conditions are 
milder, so they do not require 
a more powerful ice melter.

Economy Blends – 
Purchasers of Economy Blends 
tend to be price sensitive as 
well, but they need a product 
that is more effective at lower 
temperatures. 

Premium Blends – 
Customers who buy Premium 
Blends are concerned with the 
dependability and consistent 
melting that a pure and high- 
quality product provides. 

Ice Melter Performance
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Side Effects of Ice Melters

 Effects on Vegetation
Direct or indirect contact with high concentrations of 
any ice melter can be harmful to vegetation. Dissolved 
ice melters can accumulate in soil over time and affect 
a plant’s ability to absorb water and other nutrients 
essential for healthy growth. If the soil gets too 
saturated from commonly used ice melters, it may not 
be able to absorb moisture at all. Removing slush after 
melting reduces vegetation damage.

Effects on Concrete and Other Surfaces
The biggest concern regarding the use of ice melters 
is concrete damage. However, most of the damage 
that occurs during winter is not caused by ice melters, 
but the freeze/thaw cycles. When water seeps into the 
concrete cracks and pores, it freezes and expands and 
puts stress on the concrete. With enough pressure 
over time, the concrete will crack, scale and spall or 
fragment. 

Ice melters can increase concrete damage in three ways: 

1. They generate moisture as they melt ice, which can 
cause freeze/thaw cycles. 

2. When brine solutions refreeze, they expand more 
than plain ice and can cause more concrete damage. 

3. Ice melters can accelerate the corrosion of metal 
rebars inside the concrete and cause them to 
deteriorate faster. That’s why it’s important to 
remove slush immediately.

Only ammonium nitrate and ammonium sulfate ice 
melters directly damage concrete. That’s because they 
are corrosive substances that actually attack the surface 
they touch.

Another area of concern is the use of ice melters 
on roofs. Ice melters are not recommended for use 
on roofs because they may damage some roofi ng 
materials, corrode nails, and therefore destabilize a 
roof ’s structural integrity. They may also cause pitting 
of aluminum gutters and downspouts. In addition, the 
runoff of the brine solution created by the ice melter 
may lead to damage of surrounding concrete surfaces 
and vegetation. 

Residuals and Surface/Carpet Damage
Some common deicing ingredients leave a residue 
on carpeting when tracked indoors. This residue is a 
nuisance because the dirt it attracts and the stains it 
leaves behind often require shampooing with special 
cleaning agents.

Advanced Power – 
Customers in the Advanced 
Power category are especially 
concerned about safety in high- 
traffi c areas. They demand fast, 
powerful performance to help 
control potentially hazardous 
ice build-up.  
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Common Ingredients

 Simple Blends vs. Manufactured Products: An Important Difference
There are two main types of ice melters: pure and blended. While pure products consist of only one ingredient, 
blends consist of two or more ingredients. A simple blend consists of particles of different ingredients mixed in the 
same bag. However, in a manufactured or custom blend, all of the different ingredients are processed together so 
that each granule contains multiple ingredients.  

Simple blends often consist of 95% or more of one primary ingredient, usually rock salt. The overall performance 
of these simple blends is determined almost entirely by the melting performance of that primary ingredient. Trace 
amounts of other ingredients will not signifi cantly enhance performance.

 Rock Salt (NaCl, Salt, Halite)

• A naturally occurring mineral found in deposits 
 in the earth
• Effective melting temperature: 5˚F/-15˚C; 
 Eutectic temperature: -6˚F/-21˚C
• Safe to handle; won’t burn skin
• Can damage vegetation in high concentrations
• Ice melting crystals vary in size from table salt size 
 to 1" in diameter

Calcium Chloride (CaCl2)

• Primary source is calcium carbonate and   
 hydrochloric acid or dried from calcium carbonate
• Attracts moisture and releases heat on contact
• Effective melting temperature: -25˚F/-32˚C; 
 Eutectic temperature: -55˚F/-48˚C
• Can require the use of safety equipment during   
 application
• May harden and clump in the package

Potassium Chloride (KCl)

• A naturally occurring mineral that is mined from the  
 earth’s crust
• A common plant nutrient
• Safe to handle; won’t burn skin
• Effective melting temperature: 20˚F/-7˚C; 
 Eutectic temperature: 15˚F/-9˚C

Urea
• Derived from nitrogen gas
• A common nutrient in fertilizer
• Non-corrosive
• Effective melting temperature: 25˚F/-4˚C; 
 Eutectic temperature: 11˚F/-12˚C

 Magnesium Chloride Hexahydrate  (MgCl2 • 6H2O)

• Naturally occurring mineral found in salt water
• Attracts moisture
• Effective melting temperature: -15˚F/-26˚C; 
 Eutectic temperature: -25˚F/-32˚C  
• Safe to handle; won’t burn skin
• Less harmful to concrete, carpets and vegetation
• May harden and clump in the package
• Three times less corrosive and safer on concrete than  
 calcium chloride
• Less toxic than baking soda

Calcium Magnesium Acetate (CMA)

• Safest of all ice melters in its impact on concrete,  
 vegetation and human health
• Non-corrosive
• Biodegradable
• Approximately 30 times more expensive than rock salt
• Effective melting temperature: 20˚F/-7˚C; 
 Eutectic temperature: 4˚F/-16˚C

MG 104® (Alpha Methyl Glucoside)

• A by-product of corn
• A patented additive in Safe Step Pro Series Choice  
 Formula Ice Melter
• A melting catalyst that breaks ice and resists refreezing  
 up to 2 1/2 times longer than conventional ice melters
• Accelerates an ice melter’s melting speed
• Lowers effective melting temperature
• Protects concrete from damage by extending 
 the freeze/thaw cycles

Corrosion Inhibitors
• Used in ice melters containing chlorides
• Ingredient has minimal melting action
• Limits damage to metal, concrete and the   
 environment
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Glossary

 Brine   A liquid comprised of water and 
Solution dissolved ice melter that forms during  
 the melting process.

Calcium  An ice melter ingredient with an 
Chloride  effective melting temperature of 
 -25ºF/-32ºC; begins melting on contact
  due to a powerful self-initiating   
 chemical reaction.

Effective  The lowest temperature at which an  
Melting  ice melter will melt under real-world 
Temperature conditions.
(EMT)

Eutectic  The lowest temperature at which an 
Temperature ice melter will melt under laboratory-  
 controlled conditions.

Freeze/Thaw  When water seeps into the cracks and 
Cycle  pores in concrete, freezes and expands,  
 then thaws again. Repeated freeze/  
 thaw cycles cause surface damage 
 to concrete.

Halite Halite (sodium chloride) comes   
 from the Greek words halos, meaning  
 “salt” and lithos meaning “rock”, and  
 is in fact, better known as rock salt.   
 Halite is called an evaporite because 
 it is formed by the evaporation of   
 saline water in partially enclosed basins. 
 It is very common worldwide, deposited
 in solid underground masses, and as a  
 dissolved solution in oceans and many  
 arid-region inland lakes.

Hygroscopic The tendency of an ice melter   
 ingredient to attract moisture.

Magnesium  An ice melter ingredient with an 
Chloride effective melting temperature of  
Hexahydrate -15ºF/-26ºC; mild side effects on   
 concrete, vegetation, skin and carpets.

We hope this general Reference Guide has helped add to your knowledge and 

understanding of ice melters. We suggest you use it as a handy sales tool when helping 

your customers choose just the right ice melters for their needs. Likewise, when those 

customers ask if there is a line of ice melters that has everything they need, we suggest you 

reference the following helpful Safe Step® Pro Series® Buyer’s Guide. 

 Manufactured A product produced by using a 
Product process in which the granules are
 coated with multiple ice melting   
 ingredients.

MG 104® North American Salt’s patented ice   
 melting ingredient in Safe Step Pro   
 Series Choice Formula Ice Melter; 
 a melting catalyst that breaks ice   
 and resists refreezing up to 21/2 
 times longer than conventional 
 ice melters.

Non- Ice melter ingredients that do  
Hygroscopic not attract moisture.

Potassium  A common plant nutrient used as 
Chloride an ice melter ingredient; has an   
 effective melting temperature of   
 20ºF/-7ºC.

Refreeze The temperature at which a brine   
Point solution, generated from an ice   
 melter, dilutes and refreezes.

Rock Salt Also referred to as sodium chloride,   
 salt and halite. An inexpensive ice   
 melter mined from the earth.

Simple  An ice melter consisting of particles 
Blend of different ingredients mixed in the   
 same bag.

Spalling The fragmenting of a concrete surface  
 caused during freeze/thaw cycles by  
 some ice melter ingredients.

Surface-to-Ice  The attraction formed between a 
Bond surface and ice, snow, sleet, or   
 freezing water.

Urea A common fertilizer ingredient also   
 used as an ice melter ingredient;   
 effective melting temperature: 
 25ºF/-4ºC.
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1-877-462-7258

 A Product Line for All Your Customers’ Needs

North American Salt Company is proud to present the Safe Step Pro Series line of high-quality ice 

melters for the Jan/San professional: 

Pro Series 900: Premium performance with longer lasting results and lower envirionmental impact

Pro Series 700: Powerful performance at low temperatures, while gentle on the environment

Pro Series 600: Fast results in frigid conditions

Pro Series 500: Proven performance with dependable results, season after season

Pro Series 300: Budget-smart ice melters with reliable ice melting effi ciency

What Makes Choosing Safe Step Pro Series Such a Smart Step? 

As part of our extensive product research and development, we listened closely to customers like 

you, as well as pros who use ice melters in the fi eld. As a result, our Safe Step Pro Series line was 

specifi cally created to address every one of the ice melting challenges and price point requirements 

you and your customers need and want.  

This ‘customer-focus’ is also why we developed the industry innovation of being a ‘one-stop’ 

supplier. That means, Safe Step Pro Series eliminates the need to purchase large minimum 

quantities from multiple vendors to meet all of your deicing requirements and price points. In 

our unparalleled ‘All-In-One-Truck’ Program, we let you mix and match the product assortments 

shipped in a single truck, letting you take stock of a brand array that’s more optimally confi gured 

to fulfi ll your particular business needs.  

We believe this kind of smart thinking is just another reason why the Jan/San industry looks to us 

as the ice melting authority. Any questions? Call us. After all, we’re here to help you succeed.

The Buyer’s Guide:
Safe Step® Pro Series®
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PRO
SERIES 960

 KEY FEATURES BENEFITS 

Improved environmental formula ❄  Less toxicity than baking soda
  ❄  Lower chlorides, less corrosive, and less environmental impact
  

Manufactured with a patent-pending ❄ Puts the power of multiple ice melting ingredients on   
process (not a simple blend)  each granule for synergistic melting power
  ❄  Melts ice to -10°F/-23°C 

Contains MG 104® ❄  Helps prevent refreezing up to 2 1/2 times longer than   
   conventional ice melters
  ❄  Lowers effective freezing temperature
  ❄  Protects concrete from damage by extending the   
   freeze/thaw cycles 

Easy to use – worry free ❄  Won’t harm plants, concrete, pets, shoes or carpet
   when used as directed  
  ❄ Doesn’t leave a slick, oily residue 
  ❄  Safe when used as directed on air-entrained cold weather  
   concrete that is at least one year old 
  ❄  No need for gloves or goggles
  ❄  Safe to handle; won’t harm skin or pets’ paws 

Established, respected brand with  ❄  Easier and faster sell-through
distinctive package design, selling 
features and bilingual instructions  

Nationally distributed  ❄  One-stop supplier
  ❄  ‘All-In-One’ Truck Program for product mix & match

Note: All temperatures are measured in Effective Melting Temperature (EMT) unless otherwise noted.

PRO SERIES 960
CHOICE FORMULA
ICE MELTER WITH MG 104® 

®
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PRO
SERIES 750

 KEY FEATURES BENEFITS 

100% magnesium chloride hexahydrate ❄  Melts more ice and snow at lower temperatures
  ❄  Melts ice down to -25°F/-32°C* 

Unique crystal shape ❄  Optimum combination of rapid ice penetration   
   and scatter control
  ❄  Dissolves quickly for fast melting action
  ❄  Won’t roll away like pellets, or blow away like fl akes 

Environmentally sound ❄  Safer on concrete and metal than conventional ice melters  
   when used as directed
  ❄  Safe for animals
  ❄  Safe for vegetation when used as directed 
  ❄  Less toxic than baking soda 

No need for gloves or goggles ❄  Safe to handle; won’t harm skin 

Established, respected brand with  ❄  Easier and faster sell-through
distinctive package design, selling features 
and bilingual instructions  

Nationally distributed  ❄  One-stop supplier
  ❄  ‘All-In-One’ Truck Program for product mix & match 

*Eutectic temperature 

PRO SERIES 750
MAGNESIUM CHLORIDE
ICE MELTER

®
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PRO
SERIES

 KEY FEATURES BENEFITS 

High-purity calcium chloride ❄  Pure product melts ice faster
  ❄  Melts ice down to -25°F/-32°C 

Exothermic action ❄  Generates heat, melting ice immediately on contact   
  ❄  Melts more ice, more quickly

Traditional pellet shape ❄  Effi cient, time-release means deep and even melting
  ❄  Penetrates rapidly 

Dependable performance ❄   Safe on air-entrained, cured concrete when used as directed
  ❄  Won’t leave behind a powdery residue 

Established, respected brand with  ❄  Easier and faster sell-through
distinctive package design, selling features 
and bilingual instructions  

Nationally distributed  ❄  One-stop supplier
  ❄  ‘All-In-One’ Truck Program for product mix & match 

PRO SERIES 650
CALCIUM CHLORIDE
ICE MELTER

650®
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PRO
SERIES 570

 KEY FEATURES BENEFITS 

 Blue color crystals ❄  Easy-to-see for an effi cient application every time
  ❄  Won’t stain carpets or fl oors 

Employs an exclusive blending process  ❄  Scientifi cally formulated for maximum melting power
(not a simple blend) ❄  Melts ice down to 0°F/-18°C 

Sodium chloride based ❄  Safe on air-entrained, cured concrete when used    
   as directed
  ❄  Safe for pets when used as directed 

No need for gloves or goggles ❄  Safe to handle; won’t harm skin 

Non-hygroscopic; doesn’t absorb moisture ❄  Won’t harden or clump in the bag
  ❄  Provides extended shelf life 

Established, respected brand with  ❄  Easier and faster sell-through
distinctive package design, selling features 
and bilingual instructions  

Nationally distributed  ❄  One-stop supplier
  ❄  ‘All-In-One’ Truck Program for product mix & match  

PRO SERIES 570
SELECT BLEND® BLUE
ICE MELTER

®
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PRO
SERIES 550

 KEY FEATURES BENEFITS 

 Employs an exclusive blending process  ❄  Scientifi cally formulated for maximum melting power
(not a simple blend) ❄  Melts ice down to 0°F/-18°C 

Sodium chloride based ❄  Safe on air-entrained, cured concrete when used 
   as directed
  ❄  Safe for pets when used as directed 

No need for gloves or goggles ❄  Safe to handle; won’t harm skin 

Non-hygroscopic; doesn’t absorb moisture ❄  Won’t harden or clump in the bag
  ❄  Provides extended shelf life 

Established, respected brand with  ❄  Easier and faster sell-through
distinctive package design, selling features 
and bilingual instructions  

Nationally distributed  ❄  One-stop supplier
  ❄ ‘All-In-One’ Truck Program for product mix & match   

PRO SERIES 550
SELECT BLEND®
ICE MELTER

®
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PRO
SERIES 370

 KEY FEATURES BENEFITS 

  Blue color crystals  ❄  Easy-to-see for an effi cient application every time
  ❄  Won’t stain carpets or fl oors
  ❄ Melts ice down to -7°F/-21°C  

Contains a corrosion inhibitor ❄  Reduces potential damage to metal

Sodium chloride based ❄  Safe on air-entrained, cured concrete when used 
   as directed
  ❄  Safe for pets when used as directed 

Contains magnesium chloride ❄  Fast acting
  ❄  Enhanced melting performance 

No need for gloves or goggles ❄  Safe to handle, won’t harm skin 

Established, respected brand with  ❄  Easier and faster sell-through
distinctive package design, selling features 
and bilingual instructions  

Nationally distributed  ❄  One-stop supplier
  ❄  ‘All-In-One’ Truck Program for product mix & match   

PRO SERIES 370
ECONO BLEND BLUE®
ICE MELTER

®
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ROCK  SALT
 KEY FEATURES BENEFITS 

  100% rock salt  ❄  Economical
  ❄  Melts ice down to 5°F/-15°C  

Doesn’t require gloves or goggles ❄  Safe to handle; won’t burn skin when used as directed  

Non-hygroscopic; does not absorb moisture ❄  Won’t clump in the bag; provides extended shelf life  

North American Salt product ❄  Tradition of consistent reliable quality 

Nationally distributed  ❄  One-stop supplier
  ❄ ‘ All-In-One’ Truck Program for product mix & match  

ICE-A-WAY™
ROCK SALT
ICE MELTER

 North American Salt helps keep product turning with extensive service, 
support and distribution  

North American Salt does everything necessary to ensure that our ice melter products are readily available 

throughout the year. In fact, we increased production capacity so you’re never short on product during the 

prime selling season. We have also improved our support and service capabilities to provide streamlined 

coordination between customer service, inventory control and transportation. We’ve also helped each 

customer’s bottom line with our quicker response, more accurate shipments, larger inventories and our mix 

& match ‘All-in-One’ Truck Program. North American Salt has what you need, when you need it. Count on it! 
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Facts and Strategies for Powerful Selling

PRO SERIES® 960
POSITION PRO SERIES 960 CHOICE 
FORMULA ICE MELTER against higher priced, 
simple blends on performance and value

❏  Formulated with fewer chlorides to be less corrosive  
 and more environmentally friendly

❏  Melts ice down to -10°F/-23°C

❏  Unlike some simple blends, Safe Step Pro Series  
 Choice Formula is gentle on grass and vegetation  
 when used as directed, so you won’t spend time and  
 labor replacing or rejuvenating damaged plants.
  Safer for people and pets when used as directed

❏  Our patented process puts the power of multiple ice
 melting ingredients on the granules for true    
 synergistic melting power

❏  Safe Step Pro Series Choice Formula Ice Melter   
 contains MG 104®, a melting catalyst that breaks 
 ice and helps prevent refreezing up to 2 1/2 times  
 longer than conventional ice melters

❏  Higher priced, simple blends combine different   
 ingredients in the bag and only work as well as their  
 primary ingredient

❏  The additives in premium-priced, simple blends  
 may not have a signifi cant effect on ice melting   
 performance

❏  Many simple blends are very poor values because  
 they contain 95% or more of inexpensive rock salt,  
 yet they carry a premium price

PRO SERIES® 750 

POSITION SAFE STEP PRO SERIES 
MAGNESIUM CHLORIDE against other 
magnesium chloride products

❏  Made in the USA from the Great Salt Lake using an  
 environmentally friendly solar evaporation process

❏  North American Salt has invested signifi cantly in  
 production and distribution to ensure an abundant  
 supply that’s always readily available

❏  Unique crystal shape offers optimum combination  
 of rapid ice penetration and scatter control; won’t  
 roll away like pellets; penetrates ice faster than fl akes

  

PRO SERIES® 650
POSITION SAFE STEP PRO SERIES 650 
CALCIUM CHLORIDE against other calcium 
chloride products

❏  Formulated with 100% calcium chloride, for higher  
 purity than most ice melters

❏  Melts ice down to -25˚F/-32˚C

❏  Proven pellet shape penetrates ice deeper for even  
 distribution and longer, more effecient melting

❏  Won’t leave behind an unsightly powdery residue

 The Safe Step Pro Series line of ice melters 
is designed to appeal to the full range of 
customer needs. Each product offers a 
different array of benefi ts and competitive 
advantages. The following 
strategies will help you
close sales with even
the toughest customers. 
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 PRO SERIES® 570 
AND 550
POSITION SAFE STEP PRO SERIES SELECT 
BLEND® AND SELECT BLEND® BLUE against 
simple blends on performance and value

❏  Beats simple blends in price and performance

❏  Manufactured with an exclusive blending process  
 that provides synergistic action for maximum ice  
 melting power 

❏  Exclusive blended product at a good price and is  
 an economical alternative to premium-priced,   
 simple blend ice melters

❏  Select Blend Blue’s colored crystals are easy-to-see  
 for an even application every time

❏  Select Blend Blue won’t stain carpets or fl oors

❏  Select Blend and Select Blend Blue are safe to
 handle; no need for gloves or goggles when used 
 as directed

❏  Won’t harm pets when applied as directed 

❏  Non-hygroscopic; does not absorb moisture so
  it will not clump in the bag, therefore providing  
 extended shelf life

PRO SERIES® 370
 POSITION SAFE STEP PRO SERIES ECONO 
BLEND BLUE® as the tough and affordable 
alternative to rock salt that completes the 
Distributor’s full range of quality ice melting 
offerings 

❏  67% less corrosive and a lower melting temperature  
 make it a better alternative to rock salt

❏  Can be part of your mix & match group with our  
 ‘All-in-One’ Truck Program

❏  This additional product offering complements the  
 rest of your Pro Series portfolio

❏  Contains a corrosion inhibitor that reduces    
 potential damage to metal

❏  Safer alternative to rock salt that fi ts within 
 budget restraints 

❏  Contains instant traction granules 

❏  Blue-colored crystals allow for a more even    
 application 

Begin sales efforts early 

To ensure repeat business throughout 
the season, start sales efforts early. Also, 
maintain consistent follow-up to monitor 
customer needs. The dedicated North 
American Salt sales staff is there when 
you need us for fast, accurate orders.
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Frequently Asked Questions

 Q. How do ice melters work?

A.  All ice melters work by dissolving upon contact with 
ice and snow. The dissolved ice melting ingredients 
lower the temperature at which the resulting brine 
solution will refreeze.

Q. What are the main differences between ice melters?

A.  Ice melters differ in their ingredients, how the 
ingredients are combined, and the ingredients’ 
performance characteristics. There are three main 
types of ice melters: single ingredients, simple blends 
and manufactured product. 

Q. What is the difference between a simple blend and a   
 manufactured product?

A.  Some products consist of a single ingredient. 
However, a simple blend consists of granules of 
different ingredients mixed in the same bag. For 
example, a simple blend may consist of granules of 
sodium chloride and granules of calcium chloride. 
(Most simple blends are predominantly one ingredient 
with trace amounts of additives or other melting 
materials.) A manufactured ice melter contains 
multiple ice melting ingredients that have been applied 
to the granules. One example is Safe Step Pro Series 
Choice Formula, which is made with a patent-pending 
process that allows the different ingredients to work 
together to create a more powerful synergistic melting 
action. Manufactured ice melters improve on the 
performance of simple blends because the ingredients 
are processed together.

Q. Which ice melter has the lowest effective melting   
 temperature?

A.  There is no one answer, because there are many 
variables that determine an ice melter’s effective 
melting temperature (EMT). These include the 
thickness of the ice, the temperature and humidity of 
the air, the type of ice and the size of the ice melter’s 
granules. However, there are some generally accepted 
effective melting temperatures for several ingredients 
in their pure form (see table on page #1).

Q. Does the size and shape of the ice melter material make  
 a difference?

A.  Yes. Small particles melt quickly, but may dissolve 
before they penetrate the ice. Large particles are more 
likely to penetrate the ice, but they may not completely 
dissolve or create a brine solution. Also, pellet and fl ake 
shaped products can roll and blow away more easily 
than granules and crystals. Safe Step Pro Series Choice 
Formula Ice Melter uses medium sized granules, which 
allows for the perfect shape and size. It stays put, melts 
ice and snow and then resists refreezing longer. Safe 
Step Pro Series Magnesium Chloride has a unique 
crystal shape that penetrates ice faster than fl akes and 
won’t roll away like pellets.

Q. Do all ice melters harm vegetation?

A.  Like anything else in this world, too much of one 
thing is not always good. If too much ice melter falls 
on or near your vegetation, that vegetation may have 
a hard time absorbing other nutrients it needs. Some 
ice melters can burn or kill grass on contact. Others 
use ingredients that are actually benefi cial to plants. 
So, it’s really a matter of the ice melter you choose 
and how you apply it that determines how your 
vegetation is affected. When choosing an ice melter, 
look for one that is safe on skin and won’t harm pets, 
plants, concrete, or carpets. Safe Step Pro Series 960 
Choice Formula is gentle on grass and vegetation. Its 
environmentally-friendly blend contains fewer of the 
chlorides that can be harmful to greenery. Magnesium 
Chloride products are also a good choice because 
they are less harmful to vegetation than other ice 
melters, according to an Iowa State Turfgrass Study. 
Additional research by the University of Wisconsin 
shows that Safe Step Pro Series Magnesium Chloride 
has the least impact on turf color and quality than 
other common ice melters. You can use both Safe Step 
Pro Series 960 Choice Formula and Pro Series 750 
Magnesium Chloride with confi dence that your lawn 
and vegetation will remain safe and beautiful.
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WHY IS NORTH AMERICAN SALT 
COMPANY THE BEST 
ICE MELTING PARTNER?   

We think it’s all about our commitment to our 

customers. You see, we want you to succeed. 

And to help you do that, we know you need an 

ice melter partner who not only has the most 

knowledge, the best products, and the highest 

level of service and support—but who also 

genuinely listens to what you have to say.  

With North American Salt Company, you get all 

that, plus you have an industry leader on your 

side with the kind of resources that allowed it to 

develop Safe Step Pro Series—a full line of high-

quality ice melters that specifi cally meets all of 

your exact needs and price points. 

While Safe Step Pro Series is offered exclusively 

to the Jan/San industry, it is available 

nationwide. That means we can ensure you get 

those products you need when you need them. 

And now with our ‘All-in-One’ Truck Program, 

you can get those products just the way you need 

them. So now, more than ever: You need it. You 

got it. Count on it.

Yes, thanks to our superior knowledge, products, 

service and support, we think you’ll agree that 

North American Salt has what it takes to be the 

best ice melting partner. 

If you have any unanswered questions about the 

North American Salt Company or our Safe Step 

Pro Series products, feel free to call us. We’re 

here to help you succeed: 1-877-462-7258.

 Q. Do you recommend using ice melters on roofs?

A.  No. Some ice melters may damage roofi ng 
materials, corrode roofi ng nails, and therefore 
destabilize a roof ’s structural integrity. Ice melters 
may also cause pitting of aluminum gutters and 
downspouts. In addition, the run-off of the brine 
solution created by the ice melter may lead to 
damage of surrounding concrete surfaces and 
vegetation.

Q. Do all ice melters harm concrete?

A.  All ice melters have the potential to accelerate the  
freeze/thaw cycle, the natural enemy of concrete.  
However, an ice melter like Safe Step Pro Series 
Choice Formula, with ingredients that extend the 
freeze/thaw cycle, can help prevent damage to 
concrete. Safe Step Pro Series Magnesium Chloride 
is also safer on concrete than other ice melters, 
as shown by research by the Strategic Highway 
Research Program (SHRP 205.8). 

Q. Why do some ice melters harden and clump during  
 storage and others don’t?

A. Some ice melters contain ingredients that are 
hygroscopic, which means they absorb moisture. 
Over a period of time, moisture can accumulate 
in the package, causing the product to harden 
and form clumps. Safe Step Select Blend, Select 
Blend Blue and Ice-A-Way Ice Melters are non-
hygroscopic and, therefore, you won’t fi nd any 
clumping in our bags.

Q.  What kind of shelf life do ice melters have?

A.  Non-hygroscopic products like Safe Step Pro Series 
Select Blend, Select Blend Blue and Ice-A-Way 
Ice Melters have extended shelf life. Hygroscopic 
products, those containing calcium chloride and 
magnesium chloride, have a shorter shelf life when 
not stored properly.

Q.  Are ice melters harmful to pets?

A.  Products like Safe Step Pro Series Choice Formula, 
Magnesium Chloride, Select Blend, Select Blend 
Blue and Econo Blend Blue are safe for use around 
pets when applied as directed. However, like many 
things, ice melters can have ill effects in excessive 
amounts. 
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